
Overview
What a difference 12 months 
makes. On the whole, earnings and the 
extent of free cash flow generation 
beat consensus. What took the market 
and commentators by surprise was the 
level at which companies chose to 
return cash to shareholders in the form 
of higher dividends and buy backs.

Many CEO’s held out the prospect of 
further higher returns to shareholders 
in the future, but suggested it was too 
early in the current  upswing to go 
further than they have.  Returning cash 
to long suffering shareholders is 
clearly back on the agenda.

The central point is that mining 
companies are now generating 
significant free cash flow for the first 
time in several years, leading many 
commentators to question what the 
sector will do with this cash mountain 
– strengthen balance sheets, return 
more cash to shareholders or invest for 
growth either organically or through 
M&A.

The suggestion by most in the media 

was that this increase in cash and 
earnings was driven largely by the 
increase in commodity prices 
witnessed over the past 12 months. 
Individual self-help measures taken by 
specific companies to improve 
productivity, reduce debt and cut costs 
were less noted. In essence, the media 
gave more credit to the macro 
recovery than the executives' hard 
work to bring their businesses back to 
health over the past several years. This 
scepticism was also reflected in the 
media's comments about whether the 
mining companies have really learned 
from past mistakes or will be tempted 
to spend their "mountain of cash" on 
big new projects and M&A thus 
continuing to fuel a boom and bust 
cycle.

Similarly, while it was noted that 
companies have tended to rationalise
their portfolios, there was little attempt 
to assess the reasons for such portfolio 
management, or judge the choices 
individual companies have made with 
regard to their strategy in todays and 
tomorrow’s world.

Mining 
sector 
results 
season

The last two weeks have seen 
the vast majority of miners, 

including the diversified 
majors and precious metals 

producers, report their annual 
or interim financial results. 

The majority of those results 
surpassed market 

expectations and led to 
considerable widespread 

media coverage of the sector 
which was positive for the first 

time in recent years.

This note analyses the 
response from media and sell-

side analysts and highlights 
the themes that emerged from 
the coverage and the elements 

to which journalists and 
commentators paid particular 

attention.
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Companies are cautious….
Most of the majors took a cautiously 
optimistic tone in their investor 
presentations, something that was noted 
– and appreciated – by the media.

Many of the media commentators are  
concerned this commodity price rally 
may not be sustainable. They suggested 
that in a number of cases it has been 
driven by geopolitical events – such as 
Chinese industrial policy, particular 
circumstances in Chile and Indonesia 
that have driven the copper price, and a 
potentially misplaced response to the 
Trump administration - the outcome and 
timing of which are difficult to predict.

And while share prices are up 
significantly in 2016/17, they remain 
below the 2011 peak which has led to a 
debate in the market as to how much 
further the rally could continue .

…and should be wary of 
repeating past mistakes….
There is scepticism in the UK press about 
whether the sector will learn from past 
mistakes and will again lurch to boom 
time and embark on big ticket M&A and 
/or over investment.  The  FT’s LEX 
column rather unflatteringly referred to 
“transient global amnesia”. 

As commodity prices rise, the incentive 
to cut costs has been reduced and the 
incentive to bring on supply has 
increased.

“The longer the price rally goes on, the 
greater the pressure will become from 
equity analysts for plans to boost growth 
over the longer term, a situation that in 
the past has resulted in massive 
commitments of capital that has not 
delivered its promised returns” said 
Clyde Russell, Reuters.

…by focusing on 
shareholder returns….
Some companies may have reached an 
inflection point where they are now 
generating significant cash as a result of 
rapid de-gearing (from higher prices, 
cost cutting and asset sales) and they are 
in a better position to return cash to 
shareholders or deploy it to boost growth 
by building and or buying new mines.

But they should not rely on rising prices 
to boost shareholder value and their 
rhetoric should address this. 

Interestingly, there remains a debate as 
to whether buy backs or dividends (or 
other mechanisms) are the right means 
to return cash to shareholders, 

...and addressing a 
"production cliff" as 
investors look for growth...
There are some companies – and sub 
sectors - that are seen to be facing a 
“production cliff” over the next 3-5 years 
due to a lack of investment to replace 
reserves and resources during the recent 
downturn.

Analysts are looking to how companies 
will manage a return to growth and 
many are recommending investors buy 
those companies with solid 3-5 year 
growth profiles, a deleveraged balance 
sheet, increasing free cash flow 
generation and the management team to 
deliver .

We have seen a number of companies 
respond (led by the gold sector) by 
increasing exploration and capex 
budgets for 2017 and 2018.

However there remains little talk by 
companies about significant M&A or 
large greenfield investment in the future. 
While there are a few mega projects 
already committed, the question remains 
- are new mega projects a thing of the 
past?

…while maintaining 
financial discipline.
The return to cost inflation remains a 
concern to media and analysts alike, 
namely, local currency strength, 
increasing input costs, and ageing 
equipment fleets which need replacing.

And the sceptics are watching for a lapse 
in financial discipline. “Higher 
commodity prices should not justify 
reversing a new found strategy of 
financial restraint.” said Andy Critchlow, 
Breaking Views.

Media commentators suggest that CEOs 
need to resist the urge to spend their 
new found cash pile on deals and instead 
distribute it to long suffering 
shareholders.

Themes that emerged 
from the coverage
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From a media point of 
view, earnings season has 
put the mining sector 
back on their agendas 
given the stellar share 
price rises over the past 
12 months and 
speculation of what more 
could augment, or derail, 
the ascent.  

With the sector back in 
the media and investor 
spotlight, companies will 
need to think about how 
to better communicate 
their point of 
differentiation. 

Most companies are 
attempting to tell a 
similar story and so 
media are finding it more 
difficult to explain why 
they are different from 
the pack and some are 
resorting to the “rising 
tide” explanation rather 
than giving companies 
credit for creating their 
own financial health.  

What Next? 
Consider the 
following: 

Ensure your point of 
differentiation doesn't change 

with the cycle but remains 
true and is embedded within 

your corporate 
culture. Communications 

plans must be robust in every 
circumstance.

∎

Think about how you can 
"show" the difference between 
you and the rest of the sector 
and what will ensure it hits 

home. What will work for you? 
Site visits/themed Capital 

Markets Days/Media 
programme/Conferences/ 

Social Media?

∎

Think about how you could 
use emerging technologies to 

show and tell your story. 

∎

Demonstrate how you have 
listened to the concerns of the 

investment community 
around financial discipline, 

growth or shareholder 
returns, and either address 

how you have responded, or if 
you haven’t, take a direct 

approach to explain why you 
think investors or analysts are 

wrong.
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Brunswick Group

Brunswick is an 
advisory firm 
specializing in business 
critical communication. 
We help companies 
build trusted 
relationships with all 
their stakeholders.
When clients turn to us, it’s because 
they know that communicating 
effectively with everyone who has a 
stake in the company is about more 
than managing perceptions - it is 
essential to making business work.

Our background in financial 
communications means we understand 
how businesses are wired. It also 
means integrity is deep in our nature: 
diligence, openness and accuracy.

Brunswick is one firm globally. 
Delivering anywhere, we have a 
reputation for high-calibre, highly 
experienced people who have diverse 
backgrounds and skills.

It means whatever the task, no matter 
how complex or where it is in the 
world, we can assemble the right 
expertise from right across the firm.

Our purpose is to help the great value 
creating organizations of the world 
play a more successful role in society.
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